Hey there.
Get to know us a bit more. We won’t bore you. Promise.
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Why events
work

90%

8sec

69%

Millennials + Gen Z

Average attention

Millennials

say they would rather
share a picture of an event
than new clothing or
accessory items.

The average attention
span of a millennial
consuming advertising.

experience FOMO
— the epidemic “fear of
missing out” on amazing
experiences.

(Harris & Eventbrite)

(Microsoft)

(Harris & Eventbrite)

65%

84%

54%

1/3

78%

Marketers

Leadership

Brands

CMOs

Millennials

reported seeing a direct
sales lift as the result
of event and experiential
marketing.

believe in-person events
are a critical component of
their companies success.

believe that events are the
most eﬀective marketing
channel compared to any
other marketing channel.

plan to devote 21-50
percent of their budget to
event marketing for 2019.

prefer to spend more
money on experiences
versus material things.

(Benchmark and Trend Report)

(Benchmark and Trend Report)

(Harvard Business Review)

(Freeman Experience Study)

(Harris & Eventbrite)

Attention

Brand

Influence

Engage

Amplify
your message
Grow

Identity
Market

Achieve
Interest
Matter
Passion
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How is
success
measured?

How do you
want your
guests to feel?

What do you
value most
at an event?

What passion
points are you
tapping into?
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Who is
your target
audience?

What are
your goals +
objectives?

What message
do you want
to amplify?

What do you
want your
brand perception
to be?

Who
we are
We love the creative solution. We live for unexpected
design, unique experiences, and seamless production.
We begin each project with an exploration of it's needs:
What does this event need to do, need to say, need to evoke,
need to look like? From there we create the perfect event
platform. Because one design certainly does not fit all.
As a boutique firm, 23 Layers combines strategic thinking,
creative vision, thoughtful design, and flawless execution
to connect people and brands in interesting ways.
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Every detail
Hitting your goals

We are obsessed

Communication
Design
Collaboration
Process

We are storytellers,wizards,
builders, producers, planners,
problem solvers.We are creatives,
innovators, disruptors, dreamers,
doers. We are 23 Layers.
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Our
approach
+ process

STRATEGY
Key objectives
Plan implementation
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ACTIVATION

IDEATION

Event activation

Conceptualizing
the event

Synopsis of
the event

Event location
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DEVELOPMENT
Planning + preparation
Budget allocation
Program implementation
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DESIGN
Event design
Concept
Creative elements
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Create

Design

Produce

Event conceptualization

Design + décor

Event production + management

Creative direction

Graphic design

Audio visual + lighting

Define objectives

Custom builds

Technical direction + production

Storytelling strategy

Interactive experiences

F+B experience

Design boards

Environmental + exhibit design

Venue sourcing

Social activations

Collateral + printing

Registration management

Budget creation + management

Premiums + gifting

Talent procurement

Who we
work with
We have been entrusted by
some of the most recognized and
successful companies, as well as
up-and-coming businesses that
are disrupting their industries.
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Verticals

Advertising
Technology
Media+Publishing
Telecom
Beauty+Wellness
CPG+Retail
Philantropy

Case studies

CASE STUDY

NYI Upfront
Comcast, Altice USA, & Charter joined forces to launch The
NY Interconnect. To help them introduce NYI to the advertising
market, we created the first New York Interconnect Upfront.
Center 415 turned into an interactive space that focused on bringing the
“Greater Together” experience to life. From curbside branding to a custom
check-in, clever vinyl branding lined the vast venue highlighting all things
Greater Together — Oprah & Gayle, Peanut Butter & Jelly, Key & Peele.
Dozens of network talent took to the stage — putting a spotlight on the
platforms' vast programming, including an epic performance by The Fray.

METRICS

500
TOTAL
GUEST

10

30

CUSTOMS
BUILDS

TALENT
ATTENDED

X1
LIVE
PERFORMANCE

The menu playfully paired foods
that are Greater Together like

CASE STUDY

Grilled Cheese & Tomato Soup,
while the bar oﬀered classic cocktails like Gin & Tonic.

NYI Upfront

To showcase NYI’s geographical reach,
custom fabricated and fully outfitted
rooms and two ‘gram’ worthy photo
booths highlighted Spectrum News 1 &
News 12 - giving guests the chance to
take pics in a mock news environment.

CASE STUDY

Acceleration
Conference
mParticle approached 23 Layers to help create Acceleration,
a conference gathering people defining the future of digital
products, experiences, and culture. Our task? Design and execute a
premium yet subtle,clean but cleverly branded, event experience.
Taking over two floors of Spring Studios — One floor was designed for
guests to network, engage, and dine in the eye catching provisions food
hall. Creative sponsorship opportunities were highlighted with cleverly
interchangeable signage. At the Genius Bar people could speak to an
mParticle specialist to ask any software questions they may have.
METRICS

400
TOTAL
GUEST

30+

219

SPEAKERS

GENIUS BAR
VISITS

1
DAY

CASE STUDY

Acceleration Conference

The second floor was dedicated to the high
quality stage production and show. Soaring 30'
ceilings inspired the clean stage design that
was home to over 30 speakers and keynotes.

Guests stayed fueled in the Provisions Hall
with all day grab n' go treats, creative lunch
stations, and energy boosting coﬀee from
the custom cafe build.

CASE STUDY

Google AMP
Conference
We partnered with Google to create the first AMP CONF
to strengthen the AMP community, and announce
partner and product growth.
We engaged 300+ developers in person over two days
and thousands globally on live stream.
Tasked with expanding on the new AMP brand, we designed a cohesive
and immersive space where attendees were inspired and engaged.

METRICS

300
DEVELOPERS

18

7.8K

200K

TALKS &
WORKSHOPS

LIVESTREAM
VIEWS

SOCIAL
IMPRESSIONS

From curbside signage, to the
CASE STUDY

seamless and welcoming check in
experience, guests didn't have to
look far to know where to go! The

Google AMP Conference

two days of programing were
found on the large scale and prominently placed schedule board as
well as conveniently on the back of
every badge

The intimate and engaging stage drove
home what it really means to be a part
of the AMP Community. Mixed seating
options encouraged guests to get
comfortable and lean in on the
conversations happening on stage.

CASE STUDY

Ribbit SiFi Summit
Ribbit SiFi brings together a collection of remarkable people for oﬀ the
record conversations, to share visions and provocations about the
future. Our goal was to create four days filled with uncommon
activities and surprises to create truly memorable experiences.
The event branding was threaded throughout — From the microsite, to the
invitations, to the pre-mailed attendee booklets, to the custom hotel key
cards, and property map — Guests were well informed and knew that this was
going to be an event unlike anything they’ve experienced before. Our goal
was to imagine and execute 15 events over 4 days, filled with uncommon
activities and surprises to leave truly lasting and memorable impressions.
METRICS

120
CEOS
+ FOUNDERS

8

1st

CUSTOMS
BREAKOUT TENTS

EVER CRYPTO
CASINO

13,400
CUSTOM
CASINO CHIPS

As guests ducked into each tent they were
met with beautiful live plant walls and
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custom neon signs - each name given as a
nod to infamous financial institutions.

Ribbit SiFi Summit
A subtle theme of nature and personal wellness was
highlighted throughout the week. Guests could pop into
the Wellness Hub and join activities like cycling (at our
pop-up studio), bootcamp with a celebrity trainer, yoga,
and more! Guests were even outfitted with custom On
Running sneakers and jackets to participate!

The energy from the day continued into the evenings —
As guests laughed with world renowned comedians on
night 1, and night 2, experienced the first ever Crypto
Casino held at the San Francisco Mint!
A custom curated futuristic Magic Show by the
one and only Dan White blew everyone's mind!

CASE STUDY

Teads
@ Cannes Lions
As an oﬃcial sponsor of the Cannes Lions Festival, Teads wanted to
make a splash and create an immersive brand experience where they
could meet with clients and prospects. Cue The Teads Yacht: A place for
inspired collaboration + conversation.
The Teads Yacht housed 7 untraditional meeting spaces, all outfitted with
creatively crafted tech solutions to support all presentation needs. Guests
seamlessly checked in at the Teads sleek concierge desk, then were guided to
their designated meeting space — Not without a pit stop at the custom
fabricated mobile coﬀee shop on board!
METRICS

7
EVENTS

250
MEETINGS

+2000
GUEST
ON BOARD

247
ROSE BOTTLES
POPPED

Along the croisette, visitors could test their
knowledge and try their luck at the custom Teads
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vending machine. Over 500+ visitors walked away
with branded gifts based on their quiz score - and
Teads walked away with invaluable customer data!

Teads @ Cannes Lions

The yacht was host to daily impactful meetings
and content sessions. Thought provoking panels in
partnership with She Runs It + Advertising Week
kept the boat buzzing!

Each evening, as the sun began to set and
the meetings wrapped, The Teads Yacht
transformed into Teads Unplugged: Nightly
cocktail parties featuring live local musicians,
curated cuisine, and pulsing energy.

Call us.
Get to know us a bit more. We won’t bore you. Promise.

